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My invention relates to vacuum systems, and 
more particularly to a system for automatically 
controlling the sequence of operations of a series 
of pumps for creating a vacuum. 
‘The procedure involved in pumping down a 

tank or vacuum system in the past has been a 
manually controlled rather than an automatic 
procedure. In view of the low pressures required 
for certain processes, a mechanical pump is not 
suitable for that function. On the other hand, 
dlifusion pumps capable of exhausting to low 
pressures will not operate against air pressure. 
Accordingly, it has been necessary to provide a 
vacuum system wherein both mechanical and dif 
fusion pumps are arranged to work together. ‘In 
this arrangement one or more diffusion pumps, is 
connected to the tank or chamber to be ex 
hausted, through gate valves. The outputs. of 
the diffusion pumps are preferably tied together 
and fed through a ?nishing valve to the input 
of a‘mechanical pump so that the diffusion pumps 
may work into a pressure lower than atmospheric 
pressure. Either an additional mechanical pump 
may be provided for partially evacuating or mak 
ing the initial evacuation of the tank or chamber, 
or a by-pass line may be provided so that by the 
use of a roughing valve, a single mechanical 
pump may be employed for roughing down pur 
poses and for cooperation with the diffusion 
pumps in exhausting the tank or vacuum system 
to a low vacuum. 

~ The actuation of these valves has been accom 
plish-ed manually or through manual control. 
Under usual operating conditions the equipment 
in question is large and bulky. Pumps, tanks, and 
valves are ordinarily separated by considerable 
distances ‘and may be located in different rooms 
or even different ?oors of a building. Intercom~ 
munication systems and several operators may be 
required to manually operate the controls in. their 
proper sequence. When meters are at some dis 
tance from the valves, and a single operator is 
employed to take care of the manual controls, 
it requires a great deal of moving about from 
place to place where the different controls and 
meters are located. Further, manual controls 
are slower, and require continual watching of 
the gauges, and mistakes are quite often made 
in the manipulation of the valves or in the oper 
ation of the system. These mistakes are in some 
instances quite costly, causing damage not only 
to process materials but to the pumping fluids. 

‘ Applicant with a knowledge of all of these 
defects in and objections to the prior art has for 
an object of his invention the provision of a 
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2 
system for automatically pumping down a tank 
or reservoir to high vacuum by a sequence of 
operations. 

Applicant has as another object of his inven 
tion the provision of an electrical control circuit 
for controlling the operation of a series of pumps 
in the proper sequence to pump down a tank or 
reservoir to high vacuum, or to evacuate a cham 
ber. 

Applicant has as a further object of his inven 
tion the provision of an electrical control circuit 
for automatically controlling the pumping down 
of a tank or reservoir to a high vacuum so that 
upon closing the circuit, the ?nishing valve, the 
roughing valve, and the main gate valves, which 
regulate the operation of a series of pumps, are 
made to open and close in a predetermined se 
quence. 
Applicant has as a further object of his inven 

tion the provision of an electric circuit control 
for automatically associating mechanical and 
diffusion pumps in a certain predetermined se 
quence to pump a tank, reservoir, or chamber 
to high vacuum. 
Other objects and advantages of my invention 

will appear from the following speci?cation and 
agcompanying drawings, and the novel features 
thereof will be particularly pointed out in the 
annexed claims. 
In the drawings, Fig. l is a fragmental detail 

of a torque limiting switch, used on the valve 
operator in my improved system. Fig. 2 is a 
schematic of the pumping arrangement employed 
in connection with my improved system. Fig. 3 
is a perspective of a gear limiting switch. used 
on valves in my improved vacuum system. Fig. 
4 is a diagram indicating the sequence of opera 
tion of the various valves and pumps shown in 
Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is a schematic of the hot wire gauge 
used in my improved‘system. Fig. 6 is a detail 
showing the relation of the segments used in the 
hot wire gauge. Fig. '7 is a schematic of the cir 
cuits known as the Pirani power supply circuit 
or Pirani power circuit and the Pirani signal cir 
cuit. Fig. 8 is a schematic of the sequence cir 
cuit. Fig. 9 is a schematic of the control circuit. 
Fig. 10 is a‘schematic of the valve power circuit. 
The procedure involved in pumping down a 

tank in the past has been a manual rather than 
an automatic procedure, the sequence involved 
being that as shown in the flow diagram of Fig. 4 
of the drawings. Brie?y the automatic sequence 
is as follows: A manual push button is pressed 
which causes the ?nishing valve to close, the 
?nishing valve being in open position when the 
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tank is down to air; next the roughing valve 
opens, and when it opens the pressure at the 
Pirani gauge will be at or will rise to a value 
above 100 microns; when it falls to a value below 
100 microns the roughing ‘valve closes and then 
the ?nishing valve opens; when the ?nishing 
valve opens, the air from within the diffusion 
pumps will again cause the pressure at the Pirani 
gauge to rise above 100 microns; when the pres 
sure again falls below 100 microns, the mechani 
cal pump being in operation, of course, the mam 
gate valve will open, as indicated by the chart 
of Fig. 4. 
The arrangement of the pumps and valves and 

their connections are as shown in the drawings, 
each element being identi?ed by legend. It will 
be noted from Fig. 2 that the roughing valve 23 
is in a ‘by-pass line extending around the main 
gate valves 24, 25, the diffusion pumps I9, 20 and 
the ?nishing valve 28. 

In this system it is contemplated that the 
roughing, ?nishing and gate valves will be elec 
trically actuated. The valve operators used in 
connection with this system are preferably of 
the motor driven type such as those manufac 
tured by the Philadelphia Gear Works of Phila 
delphia, Pennsylvania and sold under the name 
of- “Limitorque.” While the particular structure 
of these operators constitutes no part of ap 
plicant’s invention, one form thereof is disclosed 
in Fig. l in order‘to give a better understanding 
of the system as a whole. In that ?gure a mo 
tor I, coupled to an appropriate power source, 
is directly connected through its shaft 2 by a 
?anged coupling to a splined shaft 3 carrying 
a worm 4 which ?oats thereon and is free to move 
longitudinally thereof. The shaft 3 is rotatably 
mounted in bearings 5, 6 and the coiled torque 
springs ‘I, 8 are interposed between the ends of 
worm 4 and the bearings 5, 6 and are disposed 
about shaft 3 in order to limit axial movement 
of worm 4. The worm 4 drives a worm gear 
Wheel 9 mounted directly on stem or shaft III 
which by rotation opens and closes the valve (not 
shown). Formed in worm 4 adjacent one end 
thereof is a circumferential groove II which is 
adapted to seat in an appropriate slot in pivoted 
arm I2 and is interlockingly engaged therewith. 
Arm I2 is pivotally mounted at its lower end on 
bracket I3, and its upper end which is angular 
ly bent is recess seated in shaft I4, slidably 
mounted in standards I5, I5. Engaged at op 
posite ends of shaft I4 are limiting switches such 
as A and E, and interposed between the limiting 
switches and their corresponding standards I5, 
I5 are compression springs l1, l7. Operation of 
motor I rotates shaft 2 and in turn shaft 3, car 
rying worm 4. The rotation of shaft 3, depend 
ing upon the direction of the rotation of motor I, 
rotates worm gear 4 in a clockwise or counter 
clockwise direction, turning gear wheel 9 and 
shaft III, to open or close the valve, as the case 
may be. When the valve stem has reached the 
limit of its travel, either in the closed or open 
‘position, worm gear wheel 9 stops rotating, and 
as motor I continues its rotation, worm 4 is 
forced to move longitudinally along shaft 3 com 
pressing spring 1 or spring 8 depending upon the 
direction of rotation of motor I. Worm 4 car 
ries pivoted arm I2 with the sliding shaft I4 in 
standards I5, I5 until the shaft actuates one or 
other of the limiting switches A or E opening 
the motor circuit and stopping the motor either 
directly or through appropriate control circuits. 

It may be pointed out that the main gate valves 
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A 
referred to hereinafter employ both torque and 
gear limiting switches. The gear limiting switch 
is preferably of the type manufactured by the 
Philadelphia Gear Works. A suitable type is 
shown in Fig. 3 of the drawings wherein a motor 
operated gear 32 actuates a train of gears 33, 34, 
35, 36, 31, 38, and 39 connected after the fashion 
of speedometer gearing, to rotate member 40 car 
rying transversely extending contact 43 which 
bridges spring contacts M, 42 suspended from 
terminals mounted on the frame, when in closed 
position. In this way many revolutions of gear 
32 are required to rotate the insulated member 
40 a single revolution. No detailed description 
of these elements and their operation is given, 
however, since they constitute no part of this in 
vention but are well known in the prior art. 
In one preferred form of the system, the main 

gate valves may be large 20 inch valves, and op 
erators may be of the type described above. The 
?nishing and roughing valves may be of the 6 
inch type and may be operated by what are 
known as “Pee Wee” operators. These opera 
tors are of the same general type as those de 
scribed above. The valves are preferably of the 
double seating type, i. e. the valve seats in both 
directions of movement of the stem. The opera 
tors for the small valves have torque limit 
switches operable on movement of the valve 
stems in both directions. The motors driving 
these valves are preferably of the three phase 
type and may be reversed to open and close them 
by reversing two of the three power leads as will 
appear from the connections of the two sets of 
switch contacts employed to operate the motors 
for these valves. 

Referring to Fig. 2 ShOWiIlg- a layout of the 
tank, pumps, and valves, IB designates a tank 
or reservoir to be evacuated. Di?usion pumps 
I9, 25 are connected in series with mechanical 
pump 2i. The mechanical pump 2| is directly 
connected to the tank I8 through a by-pass line 
22 having a roughing valve 23 therein. Gate 
valves 24, 25 are interposed in lines 26, 21 between 
diffusion pumps I9, 20 and reservoir tank I8, and 
a ?nishing valve 28 is interposed in line 29. be 
tween the diffusion pumps and mechanical pump. ' 
A Pirani gauge 30 is connected into the system 
through line 3 I. 
In operation, the finishing valve 28 and gate 

valves 24, 25 are closed and the roughing valve 
23 is open. This permits the mechanical pump 
2| to exhaust the tank I8 through the by-pass 
line 22 until the Pirani gauge 30 indicates a pres 
sure of less than 100 microns, approximately the 
lowest value which can be obtained by the me 
chanical pump. At this point the roughing valve 
23 closes and the ?nishing valve 28 opens thereby 
causing the pressure of the Pirani gauge 30 to 
rise, temporarily, due to gas or air in the diffusion 
pumps and/or leaks in the system. Thereafter, 
the pressure of the Pirani gauge 30 again drops 
to a value below 100 microns at which point the 
gate valves 24, 25 open and the diffusion pumps 
I9, 20 and mechanical pump 2| function in series 
to evacuate the tank to a very low pressure. 
For convenience in following the sequence of 

operation of the various circuits and the relays in 
Figs. 7-10, inclusive, letters have usually been 
employed for the main elements. Capital letters 
have generally been employed to designate re- 
lays. _Where these capital letters also have been 
followed by a small letter, the legend refers to a 
sub-element, such as a particular armature of a 
relay, since relays may have a number of arma 
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tures. In order to aid, in locating a particular 
element or its subs-element, the circuits disclosed 
have been divided into live categories, namely, 
the Pirani power circuit, the Pirani signal circuit‘ 
the Sequence circuit, the Control circuit, and the 
Volvo Power circuit In those ?gures, the refer 
ence letters of each element, where such designa 
tion used, will be Iollowed with a su?ix nu 
moral of 1, 2i 3, 4, or 5, respectively, indicating in 
the order enumerated above the circuit in which 
the elements is located. 
The Pirani power supply circuit, used to control 

various operations and their sequences, will ?rst 
be considered and it will be noted that this cir 
cult is conventional in the art, However, it ‘will 
be referred to briefly in order to give a clear un 
derstanding of the relation it bears to the various 
other circuits described in detail hereinafter. 
The pressure responsive elements 61. 58 of the 
usual Pirani gauge are exposed to pressure in the 
system and comprise a part of the gauge 30,. To. 
gether with resistance elements 69, '10 they form 
the four legs of a Wheatstone bridge. Power is 
supplied from a power source 18 through a power 
transformer ‘H and conventional recti?er ar 
rangement 12. The recti?er feeds into one set 
of opposite corners of the Wheatstone bridge 
While the other set oilopposite corners are con 
nected tothe indicator or meter 80. 

The. unbalance of the bridge resulting from a ' 
chance in resistance of resistors 61,68 ‘responsive 
to a change in pressure in the system. is reflected 
by the meter 80, whose arm 51, in Figs. 5 and 6-, 
moves. across sectors 681 or. ti in response to 
changing pressure conditions. 
in the meter of the Pirani system the arm 57, 

which swings about a pivot 58, carries a contact 
59 which passes adjacent to sectors. til ‘and iii, 
and between them and a third sector 52 which is 
fixedly mounted and substantially coextensive 
with them, The sectors 60 and El are preferably 
carried by an arm through a Bakelite or other ii1~ 
sulatins strip to insulate them from each other 
and are pivotally mountedat 53 through the arm 
An extension 64 carried by the lower end of the 
arm and appropriately supported engages with a 
rotating cam 55, preferably driven at a uniform 
rate. As cam 85 rotates, sector Gil or 51 is brought 
into engagement with contact 59 and presses it 
against. sector 62 completing the circuit indicated 
hereinaftor. Whether it, is sector ‘60, or 5| de 
pends upon the positionof the needle or arm 51 
with respect to those sectors. However, no claim 
is made to any invention in the construction of 
the meter. It may be the usual Allis-Chalmers 
Hot wire gauge which has been slightly modi?ed 
by re-arranging the sectors as indicated above. 
The general mode of operation or" that conven“ 
tional gauge has not been changed, and the ex 
pianation herein is merely for the purpose of 
di?GlQSiIig its function in this system. 
The Pirani gauge meter ?nger is normally in 

the position between 0 and 100 microns, thus the 
contact 59 of the meter makes periodic engage, 
ment With sector 62 as the moving sector til acts 
upon it. 
When contact 59 bridges sectors GI and 62, 

relay L2 is energized through normally closed 
contacts R3112 loading to A. C‘. power source 18, 
and seals itself in through contacts Lag. The 
energizing or relay Lz_ closes contactLbz and com 
plates the circuit. through relay Q2 referred to 
heroineiten This closes contacts Obz which oom 
pletes the circuit through the lock out relay in 
the high voltage cubicle (not shown) which 
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6 
furnishes power to‘the equipment to be used in 
connection with the evacuated tank or chamber 
when it has been prepared. Contacts Obi, ‘when 
closed, allow the high voltage cubicle control 
circuits to be energized. Naturally it is not do! 
sirable for these contacts to be closed when the 
tank is being rougheddown. However, the prime 
purpose of this feature is to de-energize the high 
voltage cubicle if and when a failure in‘the vac. 
uum system causes the pressure in the system to 
rise above 100 microns as pressures of this'mag-s 
nitude will allow discharges in the tank which may 
damage equipment in the tank as well as equip-. 
ment in the high \voltage cubicle. Normally 
closed contacts 082‘ are opened extinguishing the 
red light BI and de~energizing relay SS2. When 
SS2 is deeenergized, contacts SSa'z- return to 
closed position completing the circuit through 
winding of relay EH2 to sector“ of the meter. 

‘This feature is peculiar to this particularap 
plication and might not be necessary in other 
processes. ‘ 

When the pressure rises above 100 microns, 
such as by the opening of the roughing valve, 
contact 59 moves opposite sector 60, and it period.~ 
ically completes contact between that sector and 
sector 62 energizing the winding of relay BB2. 
Contacts RRaz are opened rdeeenergizing the 
winding of relay L2 and the relay in the high 
voltage cubicle, due to the opening of contacts 
Lbz and the de-energizing of relay 02 which. opens 
contacts 052. Contacts RRbz close completing 
the circuit through QQz and through push button 
contacts .66. Relay QQz then seals itself in 
through contacts QQaz. It also closes QQbzrinm 
ing the bell 82 if the contacts Ggz are closed. 
Since the winding G4 is in the circuit controlled 
by main gate valve contacts MMhl, the normally 
closed contacts Ggz are closed only when the main 
gate valves 24, 25 are open. Since winding 02 is 
die-energized, contacts 062 are closed which coma 
pletes ‘the circuit to and lights the red light at 
through the power transformer, and also ener-l 
gizes relay winding SS2. When winding SS2 ‘is 

5 energized, normally ‘closed contacts SSaa are‘ 
opened breaking the circuit through the winding 
of relay RRz. This is done to prevent segments 
60 and 62 and ?nger 59 from periodically making 
and‘breaking the circuit to coil RR: which will re 
sult in damage to the contact surfaces from arc 
ing. If it is desired to silence the bell 82,, push 
button 66 may be depressed de-energizing- relay 
QQz and opening the contacts QQbz which com 
plete the power circuit to bell 82. 

Preliminary steps 

In the sequence of operations detailed herein-f 
after it is necessary that the two main gate valves 
24, 25 be closed at the commencement thereof. 
To close the main gate valves 24, 25 prior to com 
mencement of the sequence, push buttons are. do» 
pressed closing switches 49, 5| in the control cir 
cuit. These switches complete circuits through 
windings of TBIELYSHHd and H4, respectively, ener 
gizing those relays and closing contacts HHas, 

‘ HHb5, and HHca in the power circuit of the driv 
ing motor 412 for gate valve 24 as well as closing 
contacts HHdd to provide a locking in circuit. 
Relay II4 closes the power circuit to the driving 
motor 45 for valve 25 by closing contacts Has, 
11b5, H05 and completes a holding circuit. by clos 
ing contacts IId/l. When the valves are closed,v 
the contacts MMcl, Mar, respectively, of torque 
limit switches thereon open breaking the circuits 

‘ through windings of relays EH4 and IIarespec 
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tively, and opening contacts HHa5, HHbs, HI-Ics} 
and Has, 11b5, 1105, respectively, in the power 
circuits to the driving motors 44, 45 for gate valves 
24 and 25. Contacts HHd4 and IId4 also open 
breaking the locking in circuits for the windings 
of relays HHi, I14. In addition the action of the 
torque limit switches permits contacts M174 and 
MMZM to close completing a circuit through the 
winding of relay G4 energizing it and changing 
the positions of many contacts to be referred to 
hereinafter. 
To start the roughing down sequence, the push 

button 13 in the sequence circuit is depressed 
closing its contacts. This energizes the coil of 
relay J3 which closes contacts 11414 in the control 
circuit to control the closing of the ?nishing valve 
28, in Fig. 2, and contacts Jbs in the sequence 
circuit. Closing of contacts J’os completes the 
circuit energizing coil of relay K3 through push 
button 56 and contacts Gbs, which are maintained 
in closed position by winding of relay G4 which 
is normally energized through contacts Mb4 and 
MMbi, since the latter contacts are closed when 
the main gate valves 24, 25 are in closed position. 
These contacts are a part of the switches con 
trolled by the main gate valves 24, 25 and open 
and close with them. When the coil of relay K3 
is energized, it seals itself in through the closing 
of armature contacts K113 and also closes con 
tacts K173 which energizes the sequence circuit. 
Normally closed contacts K04 in the control 

circuit are opened de-energizing coil of relay N4. 
This opens contacts Na‘i, Nba, N04, NCZ4, N64, and 
Nfi. It will be noted that these contacts are in 
the various control circuits for motors 44, 45, 
46 and 41 which open and close gate valves 24, 25, 
?nishing valve 28, and roughing valve 23, re 
spectively, except in the closing circuits for the 
motors 44, 45 of gate valves 24 and 25. The action 
of these relays is to prevent operation of the 
valves by the accidental closing of their control 
circuits with the manually operated push but 
tons 48, 50, 52, 53, 54, and 55. As indicated, the 
circuits of switches 49, 5| are not broken at this 
point, since the circuits control the closing of 
main gate valves 24, 25 by motors 44, 45. As 
these valves are already closed, no false opera 
tion can be initiated through push buttons 49, 
51, and a protective relay for each of those cir 
cuits would not be necessary. 
The energizing of the sequence circuit energizes 

the winding of timing relay 2%, sequence starting 
pilot light 83, and buzzer transformer 81 to pro 
vide energy for the buzzer alarm 84 when break-_ 
down or other trouble develops in the system. 
Timing relay X3 is set to close contacts Xas at the 
end of a predetermined time, such as 20 minutes, 
in order to give the system an opportunity to 
complete its cycle in the normal course of events 
and to alter the condition of the relay circuit 
prior to the time of lighting the lamp or giving an 
alarm. Closing of contacts Xaa energizes relay 
Z3 and trouble light 85 through contacts G03 and 
step down transformer 86 to indicate that the 
main gate valves 24, 25 are closed. It will be 
remembered that winding G4 is energized through 
a circuit including contacts Mb». and MMb4 
which are closed when main gate valves 24, 25 are 
closed. The energizing of relay Z3 closes contacts 
Z113 operating buzzer 84 from the transformer 
81, indicating that the cycle of operations has 
not been completed within the requisite time, i. e. 
that the main gate valves have not opened, that 
trouble of some kind exists within the system, and 
that proper vacuum level has not been reached. 
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Closing ?nishing valve 

The ?rst step in the evacuating operations is 
the closing of the ?nishing valve 28. As previ 
ously indicated, the closing of switch 13 in the 
sequence circuit energizes relay coil J3 which in 
turn closes contacts Jim in the control circuit 
and starts the closing of the ?nishing valve. This 
is accomplished by completing a circuit which 
energizes relay F4 through contacts Gfr, which 
are normally closed when gate valves 24, 25 are 
closed since relay G4 is energized through closed 
contacts M124 and MMbl, and through the nor 
mally closed contacts Aar. The energizing of 
relay F4 closes contacts F115, F175, F05 completing 
the three phase power circuit to the motor 46 vfor 
operating it to close the ?nishing valve 28. It also 
completes a locking in circuit by the closing of 
contacts F114. When the ?nishing valve 28' has 
closed, torque limit switch contacts Aa4 open 
breaking the circuit through relay F4 and permit 
ting contacts F115, F195, F04 to open stopping the 
motor 46. This action also closes normally open 
contacts Abs of the torque limit switch in the 
sequence circuit. 

Open roughing valve. 

‘The next step is to open the roughing valve 23. 
Since the roughing valve is closed, limit switch 
contacts Bba are open, and relay R3 is deé‘ 
energized. Contacts Rag are normally closed 
when relay winding R: is de-energized. As 
contacts Abs have been closed as previously 
indicated, a circuit through closed contacts Bus 
and the coil of relay Y3 is completed and the 
winding of that relay is energized so that con 
tacts Ya». in the opening control circuit of the 
roughing valve 28 are closed. When the pres 
sure in the header is below 100 microns at the 
start of the sequence operation, relay C3, con 
trolled by the Pirani pressure gauge in a manner 
heretofore described, remains de-energi'zed by the 
action of relay 0-.1 in opening the contacts 0]‘3, 
permitting contacts Cd; in the opening control 
circuit of roughing valve to remain closed. Since 
contacts Gar are closed by energizing relay G4’ 
in response to the closing of the main gate valves 
24, 25 and through relay contacts M114 and MMb4 
as heretofore described, a circuit is completed 
through coil of relay VV4 locking itself in by 
closing contacts VVd4 and closing contacts VVas, 
V'Vbs, VVc5 for connecting the motor 41 ofv 
roughing valve 23 to the power supply for driving 
the roughing valve to open position. When 
roughing valve 23 opens, normally closed torque 
limit switch contacts B114 are driven to open posi 
tion breaking the circuit through winding of re 
lay VV4 and permitting contacts Was, VVb5 and 
VVc5 as well as'holding contacts VVd4 to open re 
moving the power from the motor and. opening 
the holding circuit for winding of relay VV4. In 
the same operation torque limit switch contacts 
Bbg are closed energizing relay R3 in the sequence 
circuit which opens contacts Bus, and this de 
energizes relay Y3 and opens contacts Yar to pre 
vent any false operation of the opening control 
circuit for the roughing valve 23 by motor 4‘! later 
on in the sequence of operations. The energizing 
of relay R3 also closes contacts R174 in the closing 
control circuit of the motor 41 for the roughing 
valve 23. 
When the roughing valve is opened allowing 

air to enter the vacuum pump, the Pirani sys- 
tem acts in a manner hereinbefore described, to 
de-energize relay O2, permitting contacts 0]‘: to 
close energizing relay C3 which seals in through 
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contacts Ca; and opens contacts Cd‘; in the open 
ing control circuit for the roughing valve, thus» 
preventing subsequent opening of the roughing 
valve 23‘ by motor 41 during the sequence when 
pressure may reach a level below 100 microns. 
By the same operation, contacts CD3 and C04 are 
closed. 

Closing roughing valve 

The next step in the sequence is the closing of 
the roughing valve 23, after the mechanical pump 
has completed the roughing operation. 
With the contacts Rb-i closed as previously de 

scribed, the pressure having reached a point be 
low 100 microns, the Pirani control system oper 
ates as hereinbefore described to energize relay 
02, open contacts Oh and close contacts 003 to 
complete the circuit to relay. winding Q3 energiz~ 
ing it and closing contacts Qas in the closing con 
trol circuit for the roughing valve. This com 
pletes the circuit through relay winding V4. 
When winding V4 is energized, contacts V115, Vb5, 
Vcs are closed completing the power circuit to 
the driving motor 41 for the roughing valve 23, 
causing it to drive the valve to closed position. 
This same action closes contacts V034 creating a 
holding circuit for the relay Winding V4.» When 
roughing valve 23 has closed, torque limit switch 
opens contacts Sal breaking the circuit through 
the relay winding V4 and opening contacts Va5, 
Vbs, V05 removing the power from the motor 41. 
The torque, limit switch also closes contacts $193 
in the sequence circuit, completing the circuit 
through normally closed contacts U03, and en 
ergizing relay winding W3 which closes contacts 
War in the opening control circuit for the ?nish 
ing valve. 

Opening ?nishing valve 

The next, step is the opening of the ?nishing 
valve 28. When the pressure rose and relay 02 
was de-energized as heretofore described in con 
nection with the Pirani control circuits, relay Cs 
was energized. This took place when the rough 
ing valve 23 was opened and the pressure rose, so 
that contacts C6; in the opening control circuit 
for the motor 46 of the ?nishing valve. 28 are 
closed, and the closing of locking in contacts Caz 
keep relay C3 energized while relay O2 is still 
energized; Likewise, the energizing of relay W3 
through action of the torque limiting switch upon 
the closing of roughing valve 23 and closing of 
the contacts W614 in the opening control circuit 
for ?nishing valve 28 as described above com 
pletes the circuit through coil of relay FFi. 
This closes a locking-in circuit through contacts 1" 
FFd4, and also closes contacts FFas. FFb5, FFCs 
completing the power circuit to the motor 46 for 
opening ?nishing valve 28. When ?nishing valve 
28 has opened, torque limiting switch opens con 
tacts E614 and breaks the circuit through relay 
FE; de-energizing that relay and permitting con 
tacts FFCts, FFbs, FFCs to open, breaking the 
power circuit to the motor 46 driving ?nishing 
valve 28. The opening of the ?nishing valve acts 
to close contacts. Eba of the torque limiting 
switch, energizing relay U3. It may also permit 
the pressure in the vacuum chamber to rise 
above‘ 100 microns when communication is es 
tablished with vacuum pumps [9, 20. 

Opening main gate valves 

The last step in the sequence is the opening 
of the main gate valves. The energizing of relay 
U3 described above closes contacts Uas and U64 
in the opening control circuits for the main gate 
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Valves. When the pressure drops below 100 mi 
crons, or if it has remained below that level, relay 
O2 is energized as described‘hereinbefore in con 
nection with the Pirani system. Contacts 003 
are closed and relay Q3 is energized. Contacts 
Qbi and Q04 are‘ closed, and since contacts Mb4 
and MMbi are also closed when gate valves 24, 25 
are closed, relay G4 is energized and contacts Gds 
and Gel are closed completing circuits through 
the opening control circuit for the main gate 
valves 24.. 25 to energize coils H4, I4. They close 
contacts Has, Hbs. H05 and Ice and lbs and I05 
to operate the driving motors 44, 45 for the main 
gate valves 24, 25 to the power supply moving 
the main gate valves to open position, in addition 
they close locking in contacts Hdi and Ids, re 
spcctively. When main gate valves 24, 25 start 
to open. limit switches Mbi and MMb4 are opened 
(lo-energizing relay G4. This opens contacts Gbs 
which de~energizes relay K3 and opens contacts 
Kba which in turn opens the sequence circuit and 
permits contacts Kfs to close which lights se 
quence completed lamp 88 through transformer 
89. It also opens contacts Gal in the opening 
control circuit for the motor 4'! of roughing valve 
23. preventing accidental operation thereof. 
When main gate valves 24. 25 have opened gear 
limit switches Pan and Tai open de-energizing 
relays H4 and I4, respectively, re-opening the 
power circuits to the operating motors 44, 45 for 
valves 24, 25 and stopping them. This completes 
the sequence. 
When contacts IVHM and MMbé open at the 

?nish of the sequence, relay G4 is de-energized 
closing contacts Gcz which were open during the 
sequence operation. Since during the operation 
of the sequence the pressure rose above 100 mi 
crops. coil. BB2 was at one time energized closing 
contacts RRb2. This action energized QQZ which 
sealed itself in through QQaz and closed contacts 
QQZJZ. Thus when contacts Gog close as described 
above. energy is supplied to the bell which rings 
signalling the end of the sequence operations. 
The hell, can be silenced as indicated herein 
before. 

If at any time it is desirable to stop the se 
ouence circuit, it can be done by merely depressing 
button 55‘ (sequence stop) located in the sequence 
circuit. which de-energizes relay K3 and opens 
contacts K173 and K514. This disables the sequence 
circuit. de~energizes relay N4, and returns all of 
the valve operation circuits to manual operation 
through manual switches is to 55, inclusive, by 
the closing of contacts No.4, Nbi, N04, Ndl, N84, Nfi. 

If desired. pilot lights Bil, BI, 82, 93, 94, 95. 96, 
and 9‘! may be connected to the various opening 
and closing control circuits of the valves 24, 25, 
25' and 23 through appropriate coupling trans 
formers 98. 99. Hill. IM. H32, H33, H94 and its to 
indicate the operation of these various circuits. 

It will also be understood that line [08 of the 
power circuit is connected to and feeds line H11, 
and that lines H39 and I H! are connected together. 
Rwitches l i l , l [2 serve to complete the circuit to 
the main power line H3 which furnishes power 
at conventional voltages and frequency. 
Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
1. A system for evacuating a chamber compris 

ing a mechanical pump and plurality of diffu 
sion pumps, valve means connecting each of said 
pumps to the chamber and to each other, means 
responsive to pressures above a predetermined 
value for operating said valve means to connect 
the mechanical pump with the chamber to par 
tially evacuate it, and means responsive to pres 
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sures below the predetermined Value for operating 
the valve means to connect the mechanical pump 
in series with the di?usion pumps to receive their 
outputs and evacuate the chamber to a high vacu 
um. 

2. A control system of the character described 
comprising a chamber, a low vacuum mechanical 
pump, high vacuum diffusion pumps, valves for 
connecting the diffusion pumps to the chamber, 
a ?nishing valve for connecting the mechanical 
pump to the diffusion pumps, a by-pass line for 
connecting said mechanical pump to said cham 
ber for roughing down purposes, a roughing valve 
in said by-pass line, means responsive to a pre 
determined pressure in the system for controlling 
the opening of the roughing valve to connect said 
mechanical pump with the chamber and partially 
evacuate it, and means responsive to a predeter 
mined lower pressure for closing the roughing 
valve and opening the other valves to place the 
mechanical pump in series with the diffusion 
pumps and evacuate the chamber to a low pres 
sure. 

3. A vacuum system of the character described 
comprising a chamber, mechanical and diffusion 
pumps for evacuating the chamber, valves for 
connecting the diffusion pumps to the chamber, 
a ?nishing valve and a roughing valve for con 
necting the mechanical pump to the diffusion 
pump and to the chamber through a common 
inlet, a circuit for selectively actuating said ?rst 
named valves, said ?nishing valve, and said 
roughing valve, and pressure responsive means 
in communication with said common inlet, said 
pressure ‘means being responsive to predeter 
mined changes in pressure for controlling the 
operation of said circuit to open and close the 
roughing valve in time relation to the opening of 
the other valves to connect the mechanical pump, 
and then the diffusion and mechanical pumps in 
series to said chamber and eifect partial and 
substantially complete evacuation of the cham 
ber. 

4. A control system of the character described 
comprising a chamber to be evacuated, a high 
vacuum and a low vacuum pump, valve means for 
connecting said high vacuum pump and said low 
vacuum pump to the chamber in a predetermined 
sequence for evacuating the chamber, said means 
including a circuit responsive to pressure condi 
tions in said chamber, a sequence circuit coupled 
to and responsive to the action of the circuit for 
determining the sequence of coupling of the high 
vacuum pump and the low vacuum pump to said 
chamber, and a power control circuit coupled to 
and responsive to said sequence circuit for carry 
ing out the coupling sequence of the low vacuum 
pump and the high vacuum pump to said cham 
ber in a predetermined manner. 

5. A control system of the character described 
comprising a chamber, a high vacuum pump and 
a low vacuum'pump, valve means for coupling 
said high vacuum pump to said chamber and said 
low' vacuum pump to said chamber and said high 
vacuum pump, a‘ pressure device responsive to 
pressure conditions in the system, a signal circuit 
coupled to and controlled by said pressure device, 
a sequence circuit coupled to and controlled by 
the signal circuit for determining the order of 
operation of the low vacuum pump and the high 
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vacuum pumps in the system, and a power con 
trol circuit responsive to the action of the se 
quence circuit for altering the coupling of the 
high vacuum pump and low vacuum pump in the 
system. _ 

6. A control system of the character described 
comprising a chamber, a high vacuum pump and 
a low vacuum pump, valve means for coupling 
the low vacuum pump to the chamber and to the 
output of the high vacuum pump, valve means 
for coupling the high vacuum pump to said cham 
ber, means for controlling the action of said ?rst 
and said second coupling means including a pres 
sure controlled circuit responsiveto pressure con 
ditions in the system, a sequence circuit coupled 
to and activated by the pressure controlled cir 
cuit for determining the order of coupling of the 
low vacuum pump and the high vacuum pump to 
the chamber and to each other, and a power cir 
cuit coupled to and energized in response to the 
action of the sequence circuit to actuate the cou 
pling means for the low vacuum pump in a pre 
determined manner and the high vacuum pump. 

7. A control system of the character described 
comprising a chamber to be evacuated, a low 
vacuum pump and‘ a high vacuum pump, means 
for controlling the order of coupling of the low 
vacuum pump and the high vacuum pump to the 
chamber and to each other, said means including 
a pressure responsive circuit responsive to ‘pre 
determined pressure conditions within the sys 
tem, a signal circuit mechanically coupled to, said 
pressure responsive circuit and energized in re 
sponse thereto, a sequence circuit coupled to and 
electrically controlled by the signal circuit for 
determining the coupling arrangement of the said 
low vacuum pump and the high vacuum pump 
at predetermined pressures, and a power control 
circuit activated by said sequence circuit to bring 
the low vacuum, pump and > the high vacuum 
pump into coupling relation in a predetermined 
manner. 1 . 

8. A vacuum control system of the character 
described comprising a chamber, a low vacuum 
pump and a high vacuum pump, means for bring 
ing the low vacuum pump and the high vacuum 
pump into communication with said chamber, 
a signal circuit, pressure responsive means cou 
pled to the signal circuit for controlling its op 
eration, a sequence circuit coupled to and oper 
ated by signals from said signal circuit, power 
control circuits connected to and responsive to 
the operation of said sequence circuit to actuate 
said communicating means and connect the low 
vacuum pump and high vacuum pump to said 
chamber in a predetermined sequence to ex 
haust said chamber to a high vacuum. 

ROB ROY CYR. 
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